Career Suite

A Career Development Workshop Series for GFZ Postdocs

This workshop is specially designed for Postdocs who want to advance their career portfolio. The program features a structured set of activities and review sessions. Career Suite aims to provide directly applicable tools for everyday work situations and long-term success in science and career development.

Course A (1.5 days) „Career & Leadership Essentials“
Get information across – identify on your scientific unique selling point
Career development – Make plans and adapt them
Leadership – Understand people, motivate and lead them
Deal with conflict and negotiation

Course B (0.5 day) „Reflection and Moving Forward“
Reactivation of Course A
Advanced career development

Date for Course A:
11 June & 12 June 2020
1st day 09:30-17:00 hrs. & 2nd day 09:30-12:30 hrs.

Date for Course B:
11 November 2020
09:30-12:30 hrs.

Trainer:
PD Dr. Alexander Schiller
www.schillermertens.de

If you are interested in attending the Career Suite, please apply with a one-page motivation letter by May 2020 to career-center@gfz-potsdam.de